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ABSTRACT 

 

Traffic signs are the silent speakers on the road. Be it the person behind the wheel or a pedestrian, having a sound 

knowledge about road safety is absolutely necessary for all before hitting the roads. Movement signs give data about 

the street conditions ahead, give directions to be taken after at the significant intersection or intersections, caution or 

guide drivers, and guarantee appropriate working of street activity. Being uninformed of street signs is much the 

same as laughing in the face of any potential risk. It can prompt death toll and property. A man should be 

recognizable (get past a composed or oral test) with the movement signs and images before procuring a driving 

permit in India. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 

Road signs in the Republic of India are similar to those used in some parts of the United Kingdom, except that they 

are multilingual. Most urban streets and state roadways have signs in the state dialect and English. National 

interstates have signs in the Hindi and English. In 2012, the Tourism division of Kerala declared plans to redesign 

street signs in the state to incorporate maps of adjacent hospitals.[1] The Noida Authority reported plans to supplant 

more seasoned billboards with new fluorescent signage.  

Activity control gadget is the medium utilized for imparting between movement specialist and street clients. 

Dissimilar to different methods of transportation, there is no control on the drivers utilizing the street. Here traffic 

control devices goes to the assistance of the activity build. The real sorts of movement control gadgets utilized are-

activity signs, street markings, activity flags and stopping control. This part talks about movement control signs. 

Distinctive sorts of activity signs are administrative signs, cautioning signs and informatory signs. 

 

II TYPES OF TRAFFIC SIGNS 

2.1 Administrative Signs  

This signs give demands. They advise to the drivers what they ought not do (prohibitory), or what they should to do 

(required). Most of them take the indication of a round plate, but two signs, the Stop sign and the Give Way sign, 

have diverse individual shapes.  
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2.2 Size of Regulatory Signs  

The sizes of the administrative signs ought to be founded on the sort of the roads. according to for the national 

roadways the base width of the sign ought to be the 600mm and this ought to be additionally for provincial roads. 

On the off chance that any extra effect is required in national thruways, provincial roads the span of the 

measurement is 750mm.for town And urban roads the extent of sign is 600mm.when signs connected to traffic 

motion at that territories the span of sign is 300mm.high kaleidoscopic sheet write utilized as a part of the national 

expressways. Furthermore, designing evaluation sheet of signs ought to be utilized as a part of the country and urban 

and towns. 

 

Figure 3: Regulatory Signs 

2.3 Warning Signs 

These caution drivers of some threat or trouble out and about ahead. The greater part of them take the type of an 

equilateral triangle with its summit highest. Warning signs or cautionary signs give information to the driver about 

the impending road condition. They advice the driver to obey the rules. These signs are meant for the own safety of 

drivers. They call for extra vigilance from the part of drivers. 
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2.4 Size and sitting of Warning Signs 

The sizes of the warning signs should be based on the type of the roads. As per for the national highways the 

minimum diameter of the sign should be the 700mm .If any additional impact is required in national highways, rural 

roads the size of the diameter is 900 mm. For town And urban roads the size of sign is 600mm.when signs attached 

to traffic signal at that areas the size of sign is 750mm. high prismatic sheet type used in the national highways. And 

engineering grade sheet of signs should be used in the rural and urban and towns. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Warning Signs 

 

2.5 Information Signs 

The majority of this signs give the drivers data to empower them to discover the route to their objective. This is a 

differed gathering signs; however they are all also square or rectangular appropriate as a shape. Some of the 

examples for these type of signs are route markers, destination signs, mile posts, service information, recreational 

and cultural interest area signing etc. Route markers are used to identify numbered highways. They have designs that 

are distinctive and unique. They are written black letters on yellow background. Destination signs are used to 

indicate the direction to the critical destination points, and to mark important intersections. Distance in kilometers 

are sometimes marked to the right side of the destination. They are, in general, rectangular with the long dimension 

in the horizontal direction. They are color coded as white letters with green background. 
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Figure 3: Information Signs 

III CONCLUSION 

Traffic signs are means for exercising control on or passing information to the road users. They may be regulatory, 

warning, or informative. Among the design aspects of the signs, the size, shape, color and location matters. Some of 

the signs along with examples were discussed in this paper. 
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